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IN THIS ISSUE 

This spring brings sad and worrying news that Moray Council intends to implement a series of cost saving 
measures that will have a serious impact on Portknockie. Teaching assistant support in the school is to be 
reduced, the library closed and subsidies for the public bus service reduced. 
 

There are also indications that Portknockie school may itself face closure in a future round of cuts. 
 

The timescale for the closure of Portknockie library is not yet public and the K╆nocker has not been able to 
ind out what will happen to the books or the computers. )t may be that some of you would be willing to run 
a community village library if it were an option. 
 

(ow will these cuts afect you? What can the village do to keep its amenities? 

Spring is in the air 
Welcome to the spring さこござ issue of The K’nocker … 
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Dr RM Morrison writes: As you will all no doubt know by now, ) take my leave from you as from 
the ござth April さここざ. ) have not taken a retirement as ) still enjoy the profession that ) entered ざさ 
years ago, but rather ) have taken a look at what ) am presently doing and have decided that ) can 
adjust my life to make it more enjoyable to me. … what ) am in fact doing is to resign from the   
Cullen Practice, not to retire. ) propose to work for the next three years as an independent medical 
locum … You are indeed fortunate to be left in Richard Stoker╆s hands. 

News from the village website: This village newspaper can now be accessed from the internet 
using the www.portknockiewebsite.[co.uk] web address created by Neil (edley and John Smith. 
This will allow expat K╆nockers living abroad to keep in touch with Portknockie events. 

[From the current K╆nocker team: the Easter さここざ issue also asks ╅where are the big community 
scoops – the wedding announcements, news of babies, gripes, achievements by our citizens?╆ 
Sometimes we ask ourselves the same thing. The large organisations in our village are very good at 
writing to us, and we thank them. But we, as part-time news hounds, can╆t possibly snif out  
whichever news that you may wish to make public. Do feel free to approach us: details on the back 
page.]  

THE K’NOCKER ヱヰ YEARS AGO... 

The K'nocker has recently invested in a computer memory stick. )f you write on a computer but do 
not have access to email, you can contact Katharine on せしごずさし and arrange for your word            
processing ile to be copied to the stick, thus saving time and avoiding typos.  

During recent and on-going house refurbishment in Reidhaven Street, these pictured discoveries 
were made, relating to the scout troop and what was, up to the early ごぜじこs, the scout hut.  

(opefully, as much as possible can be saved, and all that can be done, will be done to preserve 
such auspicious heritage. 

(owever, K╆nocker readers would, we are sure, be most interested in tales recalled from the scout 
troop members during perhaps the しこs and じこs. )t has been suggested that a fair number of former 
scouts still live in the village, and  reading your memories from those halcyon days would surely 
stimulate other recollections too. Maybe you have other memorabilia as well. Please contact the 
team through our details on the back page. 

If you have any forthcoming events for the Summer calendar, 
email them to us before the 1st May;  

contact details on the back page 

PORTKNOCKIE SCOUT TROOP 
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The PoヴtkﾐoIkie ヱヰヰ CluH           by Anne Barnes   

This is run by the Portknockie Community Association for the beneit of the village and the Club 
members. The money raised goes towards the running costs of the village hall. 
This year there are せぜ members, the highest number so far. Each member pays £ごこ for the year and 
we have a draw every month. An extra prize has been added so each month there will be ive     
winners with one prize of £ごこ and four prizes of £じ. 
A list of winners is displayed every month in the pharmacy╆s window and the village notice board 
in Church Street.  
We still haven╆t reached the magic number of ごここ members so, if you want to join, this is a good 
way of supporting your village and maybe winning something for yourself. During March there will 
be a special ofer of さじ% of and you can join for £ず.じこ. To do this, either ring Anne on せしこざさす or 
contact any member of the PCA.   

PoヴtkﾐoIkie Coﾏﾏuﾐity AssoIiaioﾐ                           by Bob Croucher 
)nspired by London╆s Olympic example in さこごさ, thousands rushed in January さこござ to sign up to help 
out at the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow but all Portknockie needs are a few K╆nockers more to 
volunteer for work in the village this year. These volunteers are agreed that ofering help to one╆s 
community is an enriching experience and you too could enjoy the same buzz on your own      
doorstep. Let your enthusiasm help in your own village by joining with the existing nine members 
of the Portknockie Community Association. The task is running our own village hall, the McBoyle 
(all, organising key events such as the Gala and the Christmas lights and maintaining a variety of 
loral features such as the Beach, the Millennium Garden, the Ship╆s Wheel, Treasure )sland, the 
two trains, the three boxes in the Park, the (aig Street circle and the area behind the Chemist╆s 
shop. What an opportunity for more residents to show their pride in the place they call home! 
There are no age limits or qualiications required other than an interest in the common good and a 
wish to help make our village the place to live in. We are looking for say six volunteers to make our 
day but that could be a lexible quota if more step up to the plate. 
 

The kitchen modernisation project was completed at the end of January and the McBoyle (all now 
has a food preparation area of which we can be very proud. )t meets current health and safety     
regulations and the layout is convenient to use. )t complements the transformation project that was 
a feature of last year╆s work on the village hall. Thanks are due to Awards for All, Scotland          
contributing £ぜ,ぜせご to the £ござ,こここ total cost, to local contractors for a quality completion on time 
and to the members of the PCA who managed the project and supported the contractors             
particularly with the electrical work. The new kitchen opens up the possibility of classes for      
cooking skills for a cross-section of the residents and the management group would welcome ofers 
to organise such ╅)mprove your cooking skills╆ opportunities in the McBoyle (all. Youth Club   
members have made the irst use of this chance to improve their cookery skills. )f you have          
experience of bread or cake making, if your broth is very tasty and your puddings are a treat, you 
might like to ofer a master-class experience in the new kitchen for any residents who want to     
extend their range of cooking skills. Any readers out there prepared to give this idea a trial? 
 

So far in さこござ the following village groups are making good use of the McBoyle (all: the Zumba 
dancers, the Bowls Club winter programme, the )n Stitches group, the Moray Coast University of 
the ざrd Age members, the Toddlers Club, the Masonic Lodge, the Birds╆ Society, the local Youth 
Club, plus bookings for children╆s parties, wedding receptions and PCA events such as the Music 
Evening on さざrd March, the Easter Tea/Cofee Morning on the ざこth March, the Annual Gala, the 
Fireworks display and the Meet Santa at the Christmas Fayre. Any groups who wish to make use of 
the main hall, the smaller snug room or the kitchen area should contact John Myles on こごじしさ 
せしここここ for availability and terms.  
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PoヴtkﾐoIkie Pヴiﾏaヴy SIhool 
The school’s ski trip 

During the irst week of this term, a group 
of ござ Portknockie pupils joined pupils and 
staf from Portessie Primary School for a   
ski-trip at the Abernethy Centre near  
Nethybridge. Unfortunately, the mild 
weather over the Christmas and New Year 
period had not provided the necessary snow 
for ski-ing but the group made good use of 
the centre╆s dry ski slope. (ead Teacher 
Miss Murray was very impressed with their 
progress when she joined the group for the 
second part of the week. The pupils were 
also able to try out a variety of the other  
activities ofered at the centre including  
abseiling and the assault course. All the   
pupils enjoyed their week, as can be seen                  
from their comments below. Staf members were also delighted with the high standard of behaviour shown 
by pupils throughout the trip. They proved themselves to be great ambassadors of our school and village. 

My favourite bit of the trip was when we had to do the assault course and we got to slide head irst down a 
chute and land in a net.╆ Scott Pそ 

╅My favourite part of the trip was the ski-ing going from the top to the bottom.╆ Andrew Pぞ 

╅) enjoyed the ski-ing when we had to do tricks like backwards ski-ing and slaloming.╆ Aidan Pぞ 

╅) like the assault course when it felt like we were on the bridge from I’m a Celebrity.╆ Shannon Pぞ 

╅) met lots of new friends on the trip.╆ George Pそ 

╅My favourite activity was ╉Mission )mpossible╊. We had to go over    
obstacles, along ropes and through lots of mud.╆ Nyah Pそ 

╅) was determined ) would get to the top of the dry ski slope and by the 
Thursday ) could start at the top and do turns on the way down.╆ Lewis 
Pそ 

╅) liked the adventure course because we were under pressure. )f you fell 
of you lost a life so ) was determined to get to the end.╆ Mitchell Pそ 

╅) like the ski-ing because ) got to go to the very top of the slope and 
then ) could go faster.╆ Alex Pそ 

╅) had a spectacular fall on the dry ski slope but ) still really enjoyed  
myself.╆ Hannah Pそ 

╅) liked the adventure course because we got to go through lots of      
obstacles. The most diicult one was going over the nets.╆ Ellie Pそ 

╅) liked when we did backward ski-ing. )t was kind of diicult and when 
we got to the bottom we sometimes fell over.╆ Emily Pぞ 

╅) liked doing jumping. As we went down the slope we had to go round   
the poles and try to take both skis of the ground.╆ Darcie Pぞ 

Box top appeal 
Portknockie Primary School is currently collecting the Box Top Tokens found on Nestle cereal boxes. These 
tokens can be exchanged by the school for books to be used by pupils. Any spare tokens will be gratefully 
received and can be handed in at the school oice. 

Mrs Ferguson gives some advice to Hannah as she prepares to follow 
Alex across part of the assault course. 

Mitchell shows his skills on the dry ski slope 
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PoヴtkﾐoIkie Nuヴseヴy 

Fundraising – thank you to everyone who supported our Fundraising events before Christmas. A 
Festive Tea in the Seaield (all, bag packing at the Co-op in Buckie, a hamper rale, Nursery tea 
towel sale and a photo session all helped to boost our funds. We will be holding a Spring Fayre in 
the Seaield (all on Thursday さごst March, when there will be teas and cofees available as well as 
the usual stalls. The children will be taking part in a short concert during the Fayre. 
 

As the children have been interested in doctors and going to the (ealth Centre, we had a visit from 
one of the support staf to the (ealth Visiting Team who was able to tell the children a little bit 
about the jobs people do within a health centre and what they can expect if they visit. At the end of 
January we will be having a visit from our tooth brushing advisor who is coming into talk to the 
children about healthy eating and to assist us in ensuring the children are brushing their teeth    
appropriately. 
 

To celebrate Burns Day in the Nursery we invited the children╆s families to come into Nursery and 
enjoy a Burns supper with the children. At present we are following the children╆s interests relating 
to winter. They all loved the snow and being able to go out and build a snowman.   
 

)t is great to see the Nursery so energized by the number of children who are now attending.     
Registration took place in January for children who will attend from August さこござ which again looks     
positive for the future. )f your child was born between March さここぜ and February さこごご and you have 
not registered for a funded place in Nursery, please contact us on せしごせさじ or come in and see us. 
Our さ-ざ Group continues to run on Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon from ごさ.ざこpm to さ.ざこpm in 
the nursery. We have spaces available if anyone is interested please contact us on せしごせさじ or pop in 
to see us to register your child. 
 

We are always grateful for the support we get from the local community as we are a committee-run 
nursery, and without your support we would not be able to continue providing the quality            
education we want to for our pre school children within the village. 

The cast and helpers at the すしじす Christmas Nativity play. They practised for weeks and performed to a packed church. 

Iﾐ SitIhes gヴoup 

The )n Stitches group would like to thank everyone who have donated wool, blankets etc.. 
The group meets every Tuesday morning between ごこ-ごさ in the McBoyle (all. 
All welcome. 
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PoヴtkﾐoIkie Seﾐioヴs’ CluH 

      by Tony Barnes 

The Club╆s  Christmas Party was held at the 
Marine (otel in Buckie on the しth of             
December. The members enjoyed a irst class 
meal followed by dancing to the music of Bill 
and Joe. During the evening everyone was 
treated to the annual make-a-fool-of-yourself, 
╅pass the parcel╆. )t was surprising how often 
the men seemed to be caught with the parcel 
in their hands when the music stopped. Mary 
and )sobel handed out articles of ladies wear 
for the unfortunate holders of the parcels. To 
add insult to injury after the game, everyone 
had to parade around the room wearing their 
newly acquired attire. Still it was all in good 
fun and enjoyed by all. 
 

The Burns╆ Supper was held on Tuesday ごじth of 
January. The Victoria (otel produced the   
(aggis, mince, neeps and tatties meal, and as 
usual it was up to a superb standard. George 
)nnes, resplendent in his kilt, carried in the 
haggis following the piper. Mary addressed the 
haggis while George and the piper duly 
downed a dram. 
 

The entertainment was provided by the    
Greenbrae Gaugers who treated the members 
to music, song and jokes. 

Spaヴ shop 

This year sees the village shop change its      
franchise from Costcutter to Spar with an       
investment of £ごこ,こここ. All the staf seem to be 
more than happy with the rebranding, which 
will be very noticeable over the next couple of 
months. 
 

You can expect a little disruption while the shop 
is refurbished throughout and new signs     
erected, but as shopitters are so speedy in their 
endeavours, the disruption will be for a minimal 
period. 
 

Srini assures everybody that the change will 
bring a vastly improved selection of foodstufs 
and will not stop the inclusion of the locally 
grown fruit and veg, locally produced cakes and 
delicacies, and locally produced and packed 
meats that the shop has stocked for years. 

SPAR  SHOP 

Family Store, Of Licence & Post Oice 

Open early till late, every day 

Post Oice open Mon-Sat am, Mon pm 

Lottery, Greetings Cards,        (ousehold Goods 

Selection of Fruit, Veg, Frozen Foods, Bread, Cakes, Sweets, 
Soft Drinks and more 

PLANS FOR ‘U’ 
PLANNING & WARRANT APPLICATIONS 

             Jim Cairns, ASsoc. R.I.C.S. 

さ Victoria Street, Portknockie, ABじす しLQ 

Tel: こごじしさ せしごせぜさ     Mob: こずずすず しぜざしす 

Email: planforu@btinternet.com 

The Thヴee Kiﾐgs Iﾐﾐ 

 

Anne & Campbell welcome you where you can 
ind the best of Scottish hospitality -  じ minutes 
from Cullen beach and the Three Kings rocks 

 

Fine Ales & Spirits, Fine food, and                 
Fine Company 

 

ごず/さご North Castle St, Cullen, ABじす しSA.             
Tel: こごじしさ せしここざご 
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Ne┘ ヴeIyIliﾐg seヴ┗iIe  
From March さこござ Moray Council will be rolling 
out some changes to what and how you recycle.  
Many people will have already seen purple and 
blue wheelie bins around the county and      
wondered what they were for and why they   
never had them. From March さこござ, the new bins 
will start being rolled out to all other households 
in Moray, starting in Forres and then east to 
Keith and Buckie, then inishing in Elgin. 
The purple bin will be for the collection of    
plastic bottles, food and drinks cans, aerosols 
and tin foil.   
The blue bin will take the place of the blue box 
and will be used for paper and cardboard.   
The orange box will remain in use for glass    
bottles and jars only.  
The brown bin will continue to be used for     
collecting garden and food waste, and the green 
residual waste bin will continue to be for all   
other waste that can╆t be recycled. 
Your new recycling bins will be serviced         
fortnightly, the same week as your green residual 
waste bin. 
With the introduction of plastic bottle recycling 
at the kerbside, this will make a huge diference 
to the amount of waste in your green bin, as the 
bottles are often bulky and take up a lot of space. 
Therefore around the same time the Council will 
be introducing single green bin servicing,     
whereby only one green bin will be serviced per       
household – with the increased capacity of the 
recycling service there will be no need for   
householders to present more than one bin. 
You will be notiied when single bin servicing 

comes into efect in your area.   
Second bins will not be emptied if presented but 
will only be removed on request. Additional bins 
purchased in the past will not be refunded as 
they were sold at a time when there were little or 
no recycling facilities available, the amount paid 
for the bin was purely for the purchase of the bin 
and not the cost for its continual servicing.  
(ouseholds with larger families may be entitled 
to a larger bin and those with medical issues  
creating excess waste may be entitled to an     
additional bin for medical waste only.   
With every tonne of waste that is buried in  
landill the Council has to pay Landill Tax which       
currently sits at £すし per tonne and rises by £せ 
per year. )n さこごご this cost Moray Council almost 
£さ million. We can no longer aford to just throw 
everything away and not care, we must recycle as 
much as we possibly can not only to save money 
but to save resources. Please do your bit by     
recycling as much as you possibly can! 

                             
   ヱ ViItoria Street, PortkﾐoIkie, ABヵヶ ヴLQ 

    Tel: ヰヱヵヴヲ-ΒヴヱヶヲΑ—Fa┝: ヰヱヵヴヲ-ΒヴヱヵヴΑ 

 

LuﾐIhes & Suppeヴs seヴ┗ed ヶ days 

Tuesdays ヱヲ.ヰヰ-ヱ.ヴヵpﾏ: OAP’s LuﾐIhes 

SﾐaIks, Teas & Cofee seヴ┗ed daily 
 

MOTHER’S DAY MENU 
 

Baヴ & Louﾐge—Α Eﾐ-suite Bedヴooﾏs—Wi-Fi 
Weddiﾐgs, Aﾐﾐi┗eヴsaヴies, Biヴthdays, Fuﾐeヴal Teas 

Sﾏall Paヴies ┘elIoﾏe 

 

Faﾏil┞ ruﾐ hotel ┘ith frieﾐdl┞ ser┗iIe iﾐ a ┘elIoﾏiﾐg atﾏosphere 

 

E-ﾏail: ┗iI.hotel@HtIoﾐﾐeIt.Ioﾏ  
WeH: ┘┘┘.┗iItoriahotelptk.Io.uk 
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The ケueue                 by )an Mair 
A queue, an orderly slow motion race to the front. A word where the last four 

letters can be removed leaving the same sound. 

Shopping in the supermarket usually means having to stand in a queue at the 
checkout. This can be irritating, every trolley is packed with goods and a 
choice has to be made – which queue do ) join? 

Queuing in the supermarket now cannot be compared to the queues that 
were the accepted way of life in the forties and ifties. Then, we queued for 
most things. We queued in the grocers, standing patiently waiting our turn 
while the customer in front bought their groceries. Everything was in bulk 
and so had to be put into paper bags and weighed before being sold. Most of 
what was bought was from the grocers. One asked for a pun, a haf-pun or a 
quarter of what was required. This meant that there was always a queue at the 
grocers. 

Queuing for the meat ration had queues from Stewarts butchery shop at ごご Church Street back   
onto (ill Street. At Johnny Bruce the butcher, queuing was done in front of the counter. Once   
inside Johnny╆s shop, where you could also buy groceries, Johnny could whistle dozens of tunes 
before he got around to serving you. To relieve this queuing at the butchers, a third butchers shop 
was built in Victoria Place, now Avril╆s hairdressing salon, 

The bakers queue was the most dreaded of queues. Calders could have queues from the shop door 
stretching well up Park Street. The queue on a Saturday morning at the Bruce bakery went up 
through the slappy between the bakehouse and Ritchies chip shop and onto Patrol Place. Once  
inside the shop, it was standing shoulder to shoulder and your place in the queue was determined 
by knowing who stood in front of you in the queue before entering the shop. The Bruce bakery  
also sold groceries and it was not uncommon to queue there on a Saturday morning for over an 
hour. 

Queuing was not only something we did when shopping. We also sat in queues waiting our turn at 
the barbers and the doctors. There were no appointments then – you sat in a queue waiting your 
turn to be seen to. 

On a Saturday night, there were often long queues at the         
Playhouse cinema in Buckie. The queue, in ranks of three or four, 
could stretch well back towards the square. The queue was       
controlled by a commissionaire dressed in his snazzy uniform. The 
commissionaire would let part of the queue move forward and   
allow a few ranks of the queue to enter the cinema. On some     
Saturdays when a good ilm was showing, the Playhouse seats 
would all be occupied and the remainder of the queue turned 
away. 

After a night at the pictures, another queue had to be joined – the 
queue for the bus home.  The Bluebird bus Alexanders was the 
main public transport used when travelling locally. At times, the 
queue for the last bus could stretch up North (igh Street, the 
╅Bowlin Green Brae╆, onto West Church Street. On occasions, when 
the two buses were illed to capacity, which included standing  
passengers, a relief bus would come from Bluebird╆s East Cathcart 
Street garage to pick up the remainder of the queue. 
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Playiﾐ’      by )an Mair 
The games that wi played, in ) was a loon 

Wir maist played ootdoors, an a╆ roon the toon 

Fin playin╆ three laps, wi hid oot a lot 

And munched brussel sproots, fae sumbiddys plot 
 

Wi sometimes played bait, bi stottin╆ a ba╆ 

Tryin╆ to catch it, bounce af the kirk wa╆ 

(oley and ringie, are boolies wi played 

Fa╆ noo plays marbles, is boolies noo dead 

 

By Seaield (all, and Burnt Chipshop 

Played humphadigee, atween them wid hop 

Went rumblin╆ spooties, that wisna a game 

Crackin╆ folks doonpipes by lame, it a shame 

 

Played lockie-on, tried beatin╆ the tide 

Jumpin╆ ower rocks, on them tried ti bide 

Gittin╆ weet feet, then dryin╆ oor socks 

Thid hing on a stick, ower a ire on the rocks 

 

Makkin╆ oor rafties, in bonny wither 

Or playin╆ at golf, on the Berriehills heather 

An doon at the park, wid play at itba╆ 

Then chappin╆ on doors, and rinnin╆ awa╆ 

 

Sailin╆ oor boaties, on Cruats dam 

Makkin╆ oor hurdies wi╆ wheels af a pram 

Playin╆ at cowboys, shottin╆ oor guns 

Gan ower the braes and burnin╆ the funs 

Played wi peashooters, catapults an slings 

Yi canna play noo wi these sorta things 

This (ealth n Safety, its ╆at a aboot 

Nae winner noo bairns dinna ging oot 
 

)ndoors wi played, draughts n card games 

Snap, spoof and rummy, a forgit a╆ thir names 

Snakes n ladders and ludo, a╆ games that wi tried 

But nithin╆ compared ti playin╆ ootside 

If you have any articles, letters or photographs for the Summer K’nocker, 
please email them to us before the 1st May 2013;  

contact details on the back page 
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Easter was a festival the         
signiicance of which every 
child knew, as Portknockie was 
a very religious village then, and 
we were all well grounded in 
the Bible. As Easter approached, 
we looked forward to rolling our 
eggs. We would collect dyed 
eggs – each aunt dyed her eggs 
a diferent colour; some used 
proper dye, some tea leaves. 
These were admired in a bowl 
on the table until rolling egg 
day. The whole extended family 
would set of with a hurdie  
containing eggs, lemonade and 
pieces. We were told ╅no houps╆ 
of lemonade until we reached 
the place in the woods where 
we would roll our eggs. 

The one day which remained 
the same throughout the       
seasons was Sunday, the       
Sabbath day, a day of rest. Most 
of the people in the village     
respected the Sabbath and our 
activities were greatly             
restricted. There were several 
religious denominations and 
the level of activities depended 
on how strict was the church or 
sect to which your parents     
belonged. Most of us had     
Sunday best clothes, worn only 
on Sundays and any other     
special occasion. These on the 

whole were very uncomfortable 
and restrictive – coats with    
Peter Pan collars and often a 
matching hat for winter, and a 
summer frock for the warmer 
weather – all of which we were 
expected to keep in pristine 
condition. A walk in the    
morning, Sunday school in the 
afternoon followed by a walk to 
the cemetery and in the evening 
attend a place of worship. This 
was mandatory, no quarter was 
given. We knew most Bible   
stories, we could recite the 
books of the Bible and were  
given a grounding in Sankey 
hymns, the words of which ) 
still know of by heart. Like 
many other homes in the       
village, ours had a pedal organ. 
Music was taught by a lady 
known as Maggie who lived at 
Seaield Street. There, myself 
and some of my contemporaries 
learned to play the Sankey 
hymns on the organ. 

Retail therapy was unheard of – 
make do and mend was very 
much the order of the day as 
local shops suiced most of our 
needs. Davie Calder, Alicki 
Baker and Anne Bruce provided 
a wide variety of bread, softies 
and cakes, each having their 
own speciality. Calders had the 
best pan loaves, Alickie Bakers 
the best softies, whilst Bruces 
excelled at fancy pieces. Calders 
had also a vast array of muins, 
carribaldies, softies, pies and 
braddies, all of which sold out 
quite quickly. Most housewives 
could be seen going around 
Calder╆s corner before nine 
o╆clock to secure their bread 
and a claik. Anne Bruce╆s      

speciality was fancies – trays of 
elaborately decorated fancy 
pieces – our favourite was    
peppermint meringues, a    
chocolate meringue with green 
lavoured peppermint. Anne 
and her brother Willie served in 
the shop. No matter how long 
the queue, Anne always found 
time to claik to the customers, 
much to Willie╆s irritation.     
Alicki Baker╆s speciality was 
softies, but as his bakery was at 
the other end of town we     
usually shopped at Calders. 

George McKay, Jock Stewart 
and Johnny Brucie were the 
butchers, each one employing a 
butcher╆s boy who went round 
on the butcher╆s bike delivering 
orders. Slaters, Falkies, Mary 
Anderson, John Shanker, Mary 
Ann Bruce and Muggie Mary 
were all grocers.  

Slaters in Pulteney Street was 
something of an emporium, 
selling groceries downstairs and    
hardware upstairs. Muggie Mary 
also had a drapers shop, where 
Rita worked, taking down        
interesting-looking boxes from 
shelves when asked for some 
item of clothing. She would lay 
out the contents of the box on 
the polished wooden counter 
which had a display of scarves 

A ヱΓヴヰs Ihildhood iﾐ PoヴtkﾐoIkie: Paヴt ン                    by A Portknockie Quine 
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and gloves at either side. There 
was a brass measuring strip 
ixed to the side on which she 
would measure ribbon and   
material.  

Georgie Kingie in Clif Terrace 
and Bill Falkie at the bus stop 
had sweetie shops. Louis in 
Park Street sold blankets and 
sheets and he also went round 
with a case selling drapery, as 
did Williamie Findlay and also 
Woolie╆s cartie – a red cart with 
a covered top pulled by a couple 
on a motorbike with a sidecar. 
They sold windmills, balloons 
and haberdashery, but because 
they dressed in sheepskin coats 
and Russian-style hats, it was 
thought they were Russian 
spies.  

There was a ship chandlers 
which supplied the drifters at 
the head of the creeks. Johnnie 
Lovie the chemist was           
everybody╆s buddy, a local jewel 
who ran after everyone and 
dealt with minor injuries. 
Wrights in Church Street had a 
paper shop which also charged 
wireless batteries. Mrs Leel at 
the square made kilts and did 
alterations. Slaters next to John 
Shankers was the shoe shop in 
which Annie his daughter 
served the customers. The shop 
was always spotlessly clean and 
smelled of polish. Slater, who 
wore a broad leather apron,   
repaired shoes. 

As everything was still rationed, 
a small basket was ample for a 
week╆s provisions for a family of 
four. ) never saw a banana, and 
sweets were a rare treat. 

Everything was cooked from 
scratch and no matter how poor 
the ishing, food was always a 

priority – nourishing soups 
made with marrow bones and 
boiling beef, beef stews, Cullen 
skink, porridge and a barrel of 
salt herring at the back door. 
We dreaded the tatties and  
herring day as then we were 
thirsty all afternoon at school 
and wouldn╆t have dared to ask 
for a drink of water. Sometimes 
we went round to see if Peachy 
)ngram╆s mother was making 
chips to sell or to see if Ritchies 
was frying. 

 

The milkman came with a horse 
and cart, the bottles of milk  
rattling in the crates. )            
remember the day the         
milkman╆s horse bolted at the 
corner of Admiralty Street     
beside McBoyle╆s builders 
sheds. Alex Legge, who was in 
the street selling tatties, ran in 
front of the horse waving his 
arms above his head and the 
horse stopped. Alex Legge came 
round regularly selling tatties 
and vegetables, as did Joe    
Puddley from the Bauds. Tatties 
were a staple part of our diet 
and families bought in several 
bags to last the winter,       
sometimes buying a bag of 
neeps at the same time.  

Alex Legge had a farm where 
the bus stop is now and the 
cows were kept in the byres   
opposite – he was also the   
owner of the Portknockie horse 

immortalised in the poem ╅Nae 
mair yell hale the dungcairt 
through the Brighton o the 
north╆. )f we ran out of milk we 
went up to Lizzie Legge╆s with 
the milk pail and Lizzie or   
Nettie would ill it for us for a 
few pence. 

Refuse collecting was done 
weekly with a horse and cart. 
Bildie Taylor and Willie         
Stevenson emptied the buckets 
of refuse which was then tipped 
down into the Faskan. Nothing 
was wasted, the rag and bone 
man came regularly – ╅woollen 
rags for goldish goldish    
woollen rags╆ was the cry. Most 
mothers knitted for their     
families. When a jumper was 
too small or worn in parts, it 
was opened out, the wool 
washed and wound into hanks 
round the back of the chair. 
Worn clothes were cut into 
strips and cleeked into a bass – 
or rug as it is known today. This 
was made on a wooden frame 
with a canvas back on which a 
pattern was drawn. These rugs 
were laid on a well-polished  
linoleum loor. 

Transport was mostly Shanks╆s 
pony, although we usually 
walked to Cullen and back. 
Sometimes we went to Buckie 
on the bus – and a treat there 
would be a box of Galloway╆s 
candy. The trains ran at regular 
intervals. People said you could 
set your clock by the three 
mailie as it was always on time. 
A favourite pastime was  
showding on the pailings and 
waving to the trains, the   
friendly guard sometimes    
waving back. Travel on a train 
was a rare luxury. 
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PoヴtkﾐoIkie Hoat lost
   from Jeems Mair 

The Banfshire Journal        
reported the loss of ive 
crewmen and their ishing 
boat on さごst November ごせぜじ 
as follows ... 

The startling intelligence 
speedily spread on Friday along 
the coast that a sad calamity 
had happened that forenoon to 
one of the Portknockie haddock 
boats, owing to the upsetting of 
which by a squall the crew of 
ive hands had been drowned. 

The boat was named the Polly, 
BF ごすせご, and she had left 
Portknockie early on Friday 
morning for the haddock 
grounds, and about ごご o╆clock a 
sudden gust of wind overturned 
the boat. Two large boats      
returning from the Yarmouth 
ishing, observing the mishap, 
bore down to the scene of the 
disaster, while the               
neighbouring haddock boats 
cut their lines and did the same. 

When the boats arrived at the 
place where the accident       
occurred; however, no trace of 
the ill-fated boat or its           
occupants could be seen. The 
crew consisted of a father and 
son and three brothers. Their 
names are:- John )nnes ╅Jockie╆ 
and John, his son; Andrew, Al-
exander and John Wood ╅Reid.╆ 
John )nnes leaves a widow and 
four daughters, and John Wood 
was married only two months 
ago. The Polly belonged to John 

Wood ╅Reid.╆ 

One of the crew of the Bee, a 
boat which was ishing       
alongside the Polly, gave the 
following particulars of the sad 
occurrence:- The ill-fated boat 
was ishing among the leet, the 
boats being the usual distance 
apart, about four miles of the 
coast. One of the crew of the 
Bee – then さここ yards of in a 
south-easterly direction –    
suddenly called out that he had 
seen the Polly disappear. With 

all haste the Bee and several 
other boats made for the spot, 
but no trace of the boat or the 
crew could be seen. Another 
boat cut her lines adrift and, 
although irst on the spot, could 
see nothing of the Polly. 

)nformation was received in 
Portknockie that night to the 
efect that one of the large 
boats returning from Yarmouth 
to Lossiemouth picked up a 

ごさ 
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isherman sustained by a couple 
of line buoys, but the               
unfortunate man only survived 
a few minutes. 

George Murray, skipper of the 
Catherine Murray, of            
Lossiemouth, reported that as 
he was returning from the    
Yarmouth ishing, and when he 
was three miles of Portknockie, 
at ぜ o╆clock in the morning, he 
found a man loating on two 
oars and two buoys. With all 
speed he proceeded to get him 

into the boat, and while so    
engaged he noticed two other 
bodies not far of, but before he 
could render aid they had     
disappeared. Turning his       
attention to the rescued man he 
was not apparently quite dead, 
and those on board                  
immediately did all in their 
power to restore animation, but 
their eforts were in vain. The 
unfortunate man showed no 

signs of consciousness, and his 
breathing every moment        
became fainter. On arriving at 
Lossiemouth the body was    
examined by Dr. Kunz. The 
body was identiied as that of 
John )nnes, the skipper of the 
Polly. The skipper of another 
Lossiemouth boat made a 
search, with the Catherine   
Murray, but saw nothing. 

The body of John )nnes, which 
was picked up and conveyed to 
Lossiemouth, was brought 

home to Portknockie on Satur-
day   afternoon. A great assem-
blage of ishermen and other 
friends awaited the arrival of 
the train, and the coin was fol-
lowed by them to the house. 

The mother of the brothers 
Wood ╅Reid╆ is lying               
dangerously ill, and the family 
are very poor, as indeed is the 
family )nnes, consisting of the 
widow and four young     
daughters. )t is not thought that 
any of those who have so       
unexpectedly been called away 
were insured. Rev. James 
M╆)ntyre, as chairman of the 
(arbour Commissioners, will 
be happy to receive any        
contributions that may be sent 
to him in aid of the mourning 
relatives. 

[Notes: None of the photos relate 
to the tale, but would have been 
taken at a similar period of time. 

Jeems Mair has a similar tale to tell 
from ごせせず and it will appear in the 
Summer K’nocker.] 
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Gaヴdeﾐ desigﾐ aﾐd layout   
                  by Peter Evans 

(ere are some tips for designing lower or 
vegetable garden that take into account 
some of this year’s top garden design 
trends and ideas for planting a satisfying 
garden or small yard. 

Whether you are looking for garden ideas for 
beginners that provide you with easy plants and   
lowers to grow or wanting to create an          
elaborate water display surrounded by exotic 
vegetation, it is easy to spruce up your garden. 
After all, no one enjoys waking up in the     
morning and looking outside to a worn-out and 
unkempt rose garden or a dishevelled landscape. 

(owever, many homeowners don╆t take on their 
gardens because they think they do not have 
enough time, skill or money. But all you need 
are a few gardening supplies as well as the plants 

themselves. 

A raised bed or pots can be placed anywhere  
because they allow you to plant upwards instead 
of outwards and so add colour to your yard  
without taking up a lot of space. You can even 
buy lower beds that are ready to assemble and 
easy to install. Find ╅best reviews╆ for kits and 
supplies to get an idea of which materials are 
more user friendly and durable. Making borders 
made of brick, stone, metal or wood is possible, 
or you could purchase a garden border             
pre-assembled with stakes that make them easy 
to install into the ground. Even building a small 
barrier out of stones or digging a small trench 
will signify the border of your bed in a natural 
way.  

Start small and look for layouts and plans that 
will be easy to maintain. Nowadays, you can   
design a garden using one of the many available 
online software programs. These allow you to 

ListeヴﾏaI PhaヴﾏaIy 
 

ン Uﾐioﾐ Street, PortkﾐoIkie 

tel: ヰヱヵヴヲ ΒヴヰヲヶΒ 
 

Shop houヴs: Moﾐ-Fri Β.ンヰ-ヱン.ヰヰ, ヱヴ.ヰヰ-ヱΑ.ンヰ 

Sat Β.ンヰ-ヱン.ヰヰ 
 

Dispeﾐsiﾐg houヴs: Moﾐ-Fri Γ.ヰヰ-ヱヰ.ヲヰ, ヱヴ.ヰヰ-ヱΑ.ンヰ 
 

Out of houヴs IoﾐtaIt: NHS ヲヴ ふtel: ヰΒヴヵヴ ヲヴ ヲヴ ヲヴぶ 
 

NHS aﾐd pri┗ate dispeﾐsiﾐg, ﾏiﾐor ailﾏeﾐt sIheﾏe,  
IhroﾐiI ﾏediIaioﾐ sIheﾏe, NHS sﾏokiﾐg Iessaioﾐ 

 

Greeiﾐgs Iards, je┘eller┞ &  haﾐdHags 
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create an electronic blueprint of your garden 
scaled to size and they can provide you with    
pre-designed plans to help you start deciding 
what you want. )n addition to planning a layout 
and providing the best pictures of gardens, these 
programs also allow you to place diferent plants 
and shrubs to see how they will look in your  
garden. They even give you information on 
diferent watering schedules, soil types and     
nutrient needs. 

)t is important to maintain your garden to create 
an eye-catching but functional space. )f a lack of  
ideas is preventing you from updating your    
outdoor space, try looking at pictures of back 

gardens, front garden landscaping bushes, porch 
awnings, pergolas and patio furniture to get    
designs and layouts. )f photos are not enough, 
another tried-and-tested way to ind ideas is to 
look at your neighbourhood and see at what  
other homeowners are doing. 

You do not need to do an extreme overhaul of 
your garden to make it a more suitable space. 

Even an annual lower garden that blooms for a 
few weeks each year or decorations such as bird 
feeders or birdbaths can make the area more 
beautiful. Start with simple ideas and go from 
there. )f you want to add a splash of colour,   
consider colourful pansies, tulips or wildlowers. 

To prevent animals from destroying your plant 
and careful work, surround your garden or yard 
with  a fence or edging. You can purchase short 
picket fences made of wood or plastic and you 
can even get artistic with your fence by staining 
or painting it diferent colours. 

QuiIk & easy shoヴtHヴead by (elen Field 

Makes ごす pieces 

ささす g ゅせ ozょ butter 

せじ g ゅざ ozょ caster sugar 

さじじ g ゅぜ ozょ plain lour 

せじ g ゅざ ozょ ground rice 

 

ご. Melt butter and sugar in a saucepan.  Add        
remaining ingredients and mix well. 

さ. Turn into two sandwich tins and cook at     
ごぜこ° C ゅざずじ F or Gas Mk じょ for ごじ–さこ minutes. 

ざ. Mark into triangles before cold. 

し. Dredge with caster sugar before serving. 

RECIPE 
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Only too often it can be so 
diicult to ind a cofee 
shop or restaurant –    
somewhere to eat and 
drink – that can be thought 
of as truly friendly. (ow 
many times have you been 
out for the day and have 
had to cram your party into 
a crowded, compact and      
child-unfriendly                
environment? 

Emma╆s Cofee Shop is the    
exception to this and ofers     
all-comers so much more than 
most. Situated in Buckie,      
Emma╆s was opened in さこここ by 
George and Betty Ross, Craft 
Bakers in )nverurie, and was 
named after their irst        
granddaughter. J. G. Ross is an 
award-winning bakery, famous 
for its handmade pies, butteries 
and softies, all of which can be 
bought at Emma╆s, together 

with handmade bread, cakes 
and pastries and now a           
gluten-free range. 

The Cofee Shop has been      
recently refurbished, decorated 
and updated – all these changes 
being completed for the needs 
of the modern family. There is  
a children╆s Eat & Play area with 
toys and games galore. The さこ+ 
tables are located in such a way 
that prams, buggies and   
wheelchairs have more than 

ample room to move and would 
not block gangways. Two      
settees allow for cosy chat over 
a cofee. Tables are set out     
indoors, in the conservatory 
and out on the patio that has 
great views of the Moray Firth – 
watch for the dolphins, of 
course! 

Service is both friendly and  
eicient, led by Emma╆s      
managers Lynda and Paula, and 
their staf will always welcome 
kids and adults alike.  

The K’nocker Spring さこござ 

Eﾏﾏa’s Cofee Shop, BuIkie: the faﾏily-ヴuﾐ Iofee shop that tヴuly  
Iateヴs foヴ its Iustoﾏeヴs 
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What about the food and drink? 
Most of the produce used is 
sourced locally from  local 
butchers and farmers, and the  
menus are both inventive and 
passionate. The adult menu has 
such delicacies as all-day   
brunches, paninis and tortillas 
as well as homemade Cullen 
skink, homemade burgers, and       
dumpling  and custard. Look for 
the Specials board that high-
lights the homemade Pie of the 
Week, homemade Scone of the 
Week, and much more.   

Recommended from the menu 
is Cullen skink, full of chunky 
ingredients – smoked haddock, 
onion and potatoes – delicious 
and very illing – followed by 
homemade mince and onion 
pie with chips and garden peas. 
There is a myriad of soft drinks 
available, with fruit teas and 
seven diferent cofee            
specialities. 

(owever, it is the kids╆ menu 
that stands out from the     
competition. This includes 
chicken or haddock goujons, 
grilled ゅnot friedょ sausages and 
homemade steak burgers. The 
idea of the Picnic Platter 
ゅincluding bread soldiers, 
cheese, cucumber, pineapple 
and raisinsょ sounds awesome 

for younger children. 

When you╆ve enjoyed your meal 
or snack, as you certainly will, 
pop into the front shop and      
purchase some of the award-

winning goodies to take home 
for your supper, for your family 
and for your friends! 

The K’nocker Spring さこござ 

Have you a favourite local café,    
restaurant or pub worth a visit?  

Write to us with the details. 

JAMES URQUHART 

PA)NTER AND DECORATOR 

All painting and decorating work undertaken 

Papering * Ames taping 

Distance no object 

ざ Mid Street, Portknockie 

Tel: こごじしさ せしこここし 

Mob: こずずすせ ぜささごさし 
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Answers to December issue╆s Wordsearch 

April fools 

Beltane 

Bank (oliday 

Blossom 

Bluebell 

Caterpillar 

Catkin 

Chick 

Chocolate 

Crocus  

Dafodil 

Duckling 

Easter egg 

Easter bunny 

Equinox 

Festival 

Gardening 

Grand National 

(atching 

(atchling 

(awthorn 

(ot cross bun 

Lamb 

Lawnmower 

Leaf bud 

Mad March hare 

March winds 

Maypole 

Mother╆s day 

Nesting 

Pancake 

Planting 

Ploughing 

Primrose 

Rabbits 

Rainbow 

Raindrops 

Renewal 

Salmon run 

Season 

Spヴiﾐg! 
Find names and words associated with spring in this giant wordsearch. Words can be across,   
diagonal, down and even backwards. Answers in the next issue! 

Seedling 

Showers 

Snowdrop 

Snowmelt 

Sowing seeds 

Spring clean 

Spring tide 

Tulips 

Vernal 

Violet 

If you have any forthcoming events for the Summer calendar, 
please email them to us before the 1st May;  

contact details on the back page 
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VILLAGE CALENDAR 
 

Mar さご: Nursery Spring Fayre, Seaield (all. 
Mar さざ: PCA Music Evening, McBoyle (all. 
Mar ざこ: PCA Easter Tea/Cofee Morning, McBoyle 
(all. 
 
REGULAR MEETINGS 
 

Bingo: Alternate Wednesdays ずpm, Seaield )nn. 
Bowls: Mon and Thurs す.ざこpm, McBoyle (all. 
Darts League: Thursdays, Seaield )nn. 
(eritage Group: First Mondays usually, 
さ–しpm, (all Kirk, Cullen, September to May. 
)n Stitches: Tuesdays ごこ–ごさ noon, the Snug, 
McBoyle (all, a knitting and sewing group. 
Live music: Second Fridays, Victoria (otel and 

Last Sunday, Seaield )nn. 
Moray Coast UざA: Third Wednesdays.  さ:ざこpm, 
McBoyle (all. Members╆ meeting with guest 
speakers. 
OAPs’ lunches: Tuesdays ごさ–ご.しじ, Victoria (otel. 
Scottish Country Dancing: Wednesdays 

ゅexcept on Guild nights, when on Tuesdaysょ, 
ずpm, Seaield (all. 
Pool League: Mondays, Seaield )nn. 
Seaield ゅPortknockieょ WR): Third Thursdays 
ずpm, Seaield (all. 
Seniors’ Club: Third Tuesdays, Seaield (all. 
Toddler Club: Thursdays ご–さ.ざこpm, 
McBoyle (all. 
Walking Group: Thursdays ごこ.ざこam, McBoyle 
(all. 
Youth Club: Tues; Primary ご–ざ, す.ここ–ず.ここpm, 
Primary し–ず, ず.ここ–せ.ここpm, McBoyle (all. 
Zumba classes: Mondays ご.ごじpm, McBoyle (all. 
 

C(URC( SERV)CES AND GROUPS 
 

Church of Scotland 

Worship and Sunday School ごご.ごじam.  
Women╆s Church Guild Second Wednesdays, 
Seaield (all. 
Thursday Club, ゅPrimary じ–ずょ Thursdays, 
す–ず.ざこpm, Seaield (all.  
 

Church of Christ 

Morning Worship, Sundays, ごごam. 
Gospel Service, Sundays, すpm. 
Ladies Fellowship, alternate Mondays, ずpm, 
all Ladies welcome. 
Prayer Meeting, Fridays, ずpm. 

 
Last updated November さこごさ 

 

Portknockie/Buckie area code is こごじしさ 

 

EMERGENC)ES AND URGENT 

Coastguard: Emergency ぜぜぜ; Aberdeen 

enquiries こごささし じぜさざざし 

Environmental incidents: こせここ せこずこすこ 

Gas leaks: こせここ ごごごぜぜぜ ゅさし hょ 

N(Sさし (ealth Advice: こせしじし さしさしさし 

Police: Emergency ぜぜぜ; 
non-emergency こせしじす ここじずここ 

Power cuts: Scottish (ydro こせここ ざここぜぜぜ 

Scottish Power こせしじさ ずさずぜぜぜ ゅboth さし hょ 

Telephone faults: BT こせここ せここごじご 

Water emergencies: こせしじす ここせせじじ ゅさし hょ 
 

LOCAL SERV)CES 

Bed & Breakfast: せしこごすぜ 

Church of Scotland: せしこぜじご ゅsession clerkょ 

Dentist: Buckie Dental Practice せざごごすざ 

Doctors: 
Seaield and Cullen Medical Centre せざじじずず; 
Ardach (ealth Centre せざごじじじ 

(ospitals: Seaield (ospital せざさこせご; 
Dr Gray╆s ゅElginょ, Aberdeen Royal )nirmary 

こせしじし じすすこここ 

(arbour Garage: せしここぜぜ 

(arbourmaster: せしこせざざ 

Library: せしごごしぜ, Tuesdays and Thursdays さ–し 

and じ–ず, Saturdays ごこ–ごさ 

Moray Council: switchboard こござしざ じしざしじご, out 
of hours こせしじず じすじすじす; Buckie Access Point 
せざずさここ; waste uplift こござしざ じじずざごせ ゅafter ごこamょ 

Neighbourhood Watch: せしここここ ゅJohn Mylesょ 
Northern Oils/Caley Oils: せざさしすじ 

Nursery: せしごせさじ 

Optician: McLachlan Opticians せざささざぜ 

Pharmacy: せしこさすせ 

Post Oices: Portknockie せしこさこご; 
Buckie sorting oice せざごさじさ; Buckie せざじすしさ; 
Cullen せしこさこす; Findochty せざごさすせ 

School: せしこさしし 

Stewart & Watson: せざざさじじ 
 

TRAVEL )NFORMAT)ON 

Airports: Aberdeen こせしじす こごじぜさぜ; )nverness 

こごすすず しすしこここ 

Bus and coach: Stagecoach Bluebird こござしざ 

じししさささ; First Aberdeen こごささし すじここここ; National 
Express こせずごず せごせごずせ 

Ferries: Northlink ゅAberdeenょ こせしじす こここししぜ 

Trains: Scot Rail こせしじず じじここざざ ゅtickets and 

faresょ, こせしじす こごじぜさぜ ゅinformationょ; National Rail 
こせしじず しせしぜじこ 


